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Board meeting 97 

8pm Wednesday 8 June 2016 

Minutes 

Attendance: Blair Trewin, Bruce Bowen, John Harding, Robert Spry, Lance Read, Mike 

Dowling, Jenny Casanova, Craig Feuerherdt. 

1 Minutes of previous meeting on 12 May.  
a. Acceptance of minutes. Motion for acceptance: BB/CF. Motion carried.  

b. Matters arising not elsewhere on the agenda 

i. Whiteside bequest. Status: 2017: JH reported that Paul Prudhoe met with Andrew Lumsden 

and Barbara Junghans on 11 May and a submission will be made soon. 2016: LR reported 

that Orienteering QLD has endorsed in principle the elements of a submission; costs being 

finalised. Deferred.  

ii. Planning for raising of funds through ASF. Status: OA and ASF websites updated to allow for 

online donations. Article encouraging donations included in OA enews and sent to state 

enews editors. OWA has set up its own ASF donations page. Noted.  

iii. ONSW and payment for Eventor residual fee for 2015: BT to follow up. BB has not re-

invoiced ONSW. Noted.  

iv. NOL sponsorship: A letter has been sent to the SILVA rep in Australia. LR reported a positive 

response so he responded with a suggested amount of $1500. There has been no response 

to this. Deferred.  

v. ‘Eventor’ ASC grant expenditure remaining funds $6580.47. ACTION: CF agreed to finalising 

specs with Ian Rathbone for additional improvements to Eventor to send to SOF to expend 

the remaining funds before the end of June. Noted.  

vi. NOL sponsorship: A letter has been sent to the SILVA rep in Australia. LR reported a positive 

response so he responded with a suggested amount of $1500. There has been no response 

to this. Noted.  

vii. 2017 NOL program. The following program was endorsed for distribution to state 

associations. 

2nd weekend of March – Pittwater, Tasmania (middle and long): 11 & 12 March 

4th weekend of March - ACT (sprint and middle): 25 & 26 March 

Easter – Auckland, NZ, Oceania: 14-17 April: senior NOL include all three individual races, 
and the junior include the sprint and middle if and only if 18s and 20s run the same course.  
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QB3 – Wagga Wagga, NSW (sprint, middle and long): 10-12 June 

4th weekend of August - ACT (ultralong and sprint): 26 & 27 August 

Australian Championships Carnival – Hill End, NSW (middle, long, sprint, relay): 23 Sept – 2 
October 

viii. IOF Congress OA representation. BT to attend.  

2 President 

i. Notes on BT & LR meeting with Orienteering NZ on Saturday. Report noted.  

- NZ want to know about our major events competition calendar (e.g. NOLs) as soon as 
practicable. 

- NZ have a specific position for an event liaison manager (paid, I think) - a major part of 
this person's role is to provide support to smaller clubs for hosting major events. (NZ run 
major events on a club rather than regional basis, although often two or more clubs will 
join together). 

- it was agreed in principle, after a fair bit of discussion about suitable dates, for an 
annual Australian schools trip to NZ in January from 2018. (However, after the meeting, 
some concern was expressed to me about the capacity of NZ clubs to take on another 
significant event, so this might not be a completely done deal). June is not really a 
suitable time for a 'select' team (if selection is done the previous October) but would still 
be good for groups of the sort we had this year.  

- we put the proposition of 18s/20s on the same courses for middle and sprint at 
Oceania - NZ agreed to consider this but did not give an immediate response. I will 
follow this up with a more formal letter.  

- it was agreed in principle that we should put forward the 16s, 18s and 20s at Oceania 
up as the Oceania Regional Youth Championships - for implementation from either 2017 
or 2019 depending on whether IOF are satisfied with arrangements (e.g. over event 
advising). Note that IOF are keen on the two-year structure for RYOCs so this probably 
means our conceding on the 18s/20s classes issue (although hopefully not on the 
common courses issue).  

- it was also agreed in principle to formalise an Oceania Regional Working Group. I will 
now draw up a formal charter for such a group - once agreed by us and ONZ it would 
then go to IOF for endorsement. 

- NZ have done some further research on the question of New Caledonia as part of 
Oceania (you'll recall that IOF Council rejected this on the grounds that the IOC 
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considered New Caledonia to be part of France and hence Europe). It turns out there are 
a number of Olympic sports which incorporate New Caledonia (and sometimes other 
overseas territories in the Pacific, such as American Samoa, Guam and even Hawaii) in 
Oceania competitions, either as full or associate members. With this additional 
information we agreed that we should seek reconsideration from the IOF, although I 
would also like to discuss the matter with France first, as the case will be further 
strengthened if they are supportive.  

- NZ have a controller accreditation scheme (two levels, A and B). They do not currently 
have a coaching accreditation scheme (although they are trying to re-establish one) - 
there is no equivalent of the ASC structure, with any scheme devolved to the individual 
sports to administer. (Note that the different legal system in NZ means that professional 
indemnity insurance is not the factor it would be in Australia).  

3 Finance 

i. ASF proposed donation – Tarr. Report deferred.  

Enclosed are details on the proposed generous donation of $20K by Alex Tarr via the ASF 

portal for a specific mapping research project.  

4 Sporting Schools standardisation of pricing 

The ASC is insisting from Term 4 onwards that all NSOs have a common pricing structure for Sporting 
Schools quotes across Australia.  
 
For Active After Schools the ASC told us that the only fee we could charge would be $60 per lesson 
across Australia. The result was that most states would not do it.  
 
For Sporting Schools states insisted on providing their own versions of Sporting Schools orienteering 
lessons with their own pricing because most did not want to use OK-GO.  
My recommendation from early last year to states was to follow Peta Whitford's pricing schedule, as 
she has been successfully using this for many years with far more schools than anyone else in 
Australia: 
http://www.magicmaps.com.au/service-fees/ 
 
Peta's methodology involves a planning visit to the school to meet the contacts, check on the map 
being up to date, check on availability of resources, and plan control locations for all the lessons. In 
NSW OK-GO does not require putting out controls for the first 2 lessons so the planning work may be 
done on the same days as those lessons for the subsequent lessons. This is more efficient in terms of 
manpower. However, schools are also encouraged to buy OK-GO and a pack of flags and other 
resources. So the pricing structure becomes different.   
 
If you run Sporting Schools orienteering at a school in one term, then go back to the school to run 
another series of lessons to different classes, there will be much less work involved as the pre-
planning for the first series will be likely to be fully valid 2nd time around. And the costs different. 
This is where Peta's pricing model is very useful.  

http://www.magicmaps.com.au/service-fees/
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It is a nonsense to have a common pricing schedule for maps as there are a multitude of variables 
(cost of base map, size of school and school grounds, complexity of the buildings and walk ways, 
experience of the mapper).  
 
My recommendations would be: 
1. The Board endorse in principle the OV pricing model (assuming that the ASC is comfortable with it 
as a national pricing model) 2. The requirements of the ASC for a common pricing model be advised 
to the states and the Board in principle support for the OV model also advised to the states. 
3. Comments on this be requested from the states by the end of June before a final position is put to 
the ASC. 
 
The Board agreed to these recommendations.  

 

5 Technical. Report by JC deferred.  

i. Chair of Technical Committee: I think that we can manage for a few months without 

appointing anyone to this position, because it would be best to find someone who’s a 

good fit for it in terms of both their interests/experience and time available, but in the 

meantime I am working through the items which have been in progress so far and will 

probably need assistance with some of these when I’m preparing papers for the 

December OA conference. Therefore I’m hoping that by about October I will have 

recruited someone who is willing to stand as Technical Committee Chair for at least a 

couple of years. (Haven’t thought yet about whether someone may need to replace me 

on the OA Board in 2018 if I get too involved with SA’s hosting Aust Champs.) 

In the meantime: 

 David Hogg has kindly offered to continue with Eric’s work reviewing winning times and 

course lengths for older age classes. 

 Neil Barr is willing to assist with collating the results of the Australian 3-Days survey. Passing 

on to ONSW the information relevant to next year’s Australian 3-Days is most important and 

the rest of the results can be discussed among the technical committee in due course. 

 Discussions with Orienteering Queensland are ongoing, regarding whatever assistance they 

may need for the upcoming Aust Champs. To some extent, I will be guided by Liz Bourne as 

to the gaps she has identified. She is willing to continue as controller/IOF Event Adviser for 

the Aust Long, and says that the mapping updates which had already been done by herself 

and Eric should be adequate – but I will check this again with her in a couple of weeks’ time. 

There is now a controlling gap for the Aust Middle which Anna Sheldon feels she can fill, and 

I can be IOF Event Adviser for this. In turn, Blair Trewin will be IOF Event Adviser for the Aust 

Sprint which Mark Petrie (Carnival Coordinator) is controlling. 
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ii. State technical directors:  at the Easter Technical meeting it emerged that neither ACT nor 

WA has anyone formally appointed to a technical or controlling coordinator role on their 

boards (even allowing for the fact that these positions may be given different names in 

different states or shared around among a number of people) and so I am trying to 

identify relevant contact people in order to maintain a mailing list of at least two 

technical representatives from each state/territory. 

6 Workshop agenda 

i. BB paper: future OA financial structures 

ii. Reappointment and Potential Restructure of High Performance Officer Positions 

iii. Manager, Coaching and Officiating 

iv. Governance 

v. National Membership Model 

vi. Updated Strategic Plan 

vii. Risk waivers and insurance 

viii. SAO migration to Eventor 

ix. Other ?? 

BT agreed to finalise the agenda and circulate it to the Board.  

7 HP 
i. Completion of Level 1 syllabus update: payment of $690 for the 23 hrs of work that Paul Pacque spent 

for the contracted work in updating the Level 1 syllabus. For noting.  

noted.  

8 Correspondence. Noted.  

i. Jenny Hawkins: risk waivers and insurance 

ii. IOF: International Conferences on mapping and IT at WOC 

iii. ASC: Nat Smith on maternity leave, new ASC contact Matt Warr 

iv. ASC: Agenda for AusPlay Workshop on 9 June 2016 

v. ASC: ASC Sport Action Plans - Orienteering Australia 

vi. Bill for $50.49 for iiNet hosting of OA website. Bill was sent to Toivo Pedaste at UWA. 

Future billing has been organised to come to OA. 
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vii. IOF: The IOF Regional and Youth Development Commission (RYDC) is carrying out a survey 

concerning orienteering activities throughout the world. 

viii. IOF: World Orienteering Day world record. 

ix. Go4orienteering : We would like to inform you about our new non-profit organization 

Go4orienteering, specialized in orienteering training exercises, for in and outdoor use. 

They are especially suited for clubs and schools. Please have a look at our website 

(https://www.go4orienteering.org/?lang=en). 

 At the moment, 18 series of exercises, over 1100 ‘ready to be used’ exercises are available. We 

sell them at the very reasonable price of only 60 euros + delivery costs (10 euros), delivered on a 

USB-stick. Laminated exercises are available at different prices (by weight). 

But, there is a condition to get the exercises and that’s the mutual agreement signed in an 

engagement (https://www.go4orienteering.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/engagement-

E.pdf) 

If you read the engagement, you will see that you get a kind of a lifetime engagement when you 

buy the USB stick with the current existing exercises on it. We will adapt or develop new 

exercises when we’re asked for (or when we have new ideas), and this will be for free. 

Every user of Go4orienteering will then get these new exercises/series (of the indoor /outdoor 

exercises) for free (if possible to send them by mail, otherwise only the cost of the USB-stick and 

postal costs). For the moment there are already 4 new series waiting to get onto paper and it 

will be relays.  

 Offering a solution for promoting orienteering in schools and developing orienteering in clubs, 

it would be nice if you could inform schools and the clubs of your federation of our product. 

Luc Cloostermans 

Go4orienteering 

9 Admin 

i. Maitland House tenants meeting. This was held on Thursday 2 June. Main outcome was 

decision of the ACT government to extend the life of the building by another 3 years.  

Noted.  

10 Other business 
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